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A GAME FOR TWO PLAYERS. PRINT OUT THE PAGE OR DRAW A COPY OF THE BOARD - TAKE A LOOK AT
https://www.thehistoricgamesshop.co.uk/the-historic-games-club.html FOR IDEAS FOR MAKING OR FINDING YOUR OWN GAMES PIECES,

AND HOW TO PLAY IF YOU HAVE NO OPPONENT. RULES ARE ON PAGE 2!

No. 6. Seega

https://www.thehistoricgamesshop.co.uk/the-historic-games-club.html


Seega, our sixth Historic Games Club game, probably comes from Egypt, and is still played there

today.  Groups  of  five  rows  of  five  holes  (sometimes  more)  carved  in  stone  are  known  from

archaeological  sites  in  Egypt  and nearby countries  in  the eastern Mediterranean,  but  it  is  very

difficult to work out exactly when they were carved. There is no other early evidence,  such as

sculptures or frescoes (wall paintings), or written descriptions or rules, that help to confirm when

the game was first played. However, Seega uses a method of capture known from a Roman game,

Ludus Latrunculorum, which disappeared during the Medieval period, and that gives us a clue that

the game may have had a Roman origin.

The game is for two players, who will each need 12 playing pieces. The aim of the game is to

capture your opponent’s pieces by “custodial capture” - taking them into custody, or sandwiching a

piece, between two of your pieces. Start with an empty board. The first player puts two pieces on

the board, anywhere they like, EXCEPT the middle position. The second player does the same, and

the two players  continue  until  all  pieces  are  on the board.  The middle  position  should remain

empty! Now the second stage of play begins – each player takes turns to move one piece to an

adjacent empty position, horizontally or vertically, but NOT DIAGONALLY; trying to capture an

opponent’s piece. The first move will have to be to the middle position, but you may have a choice

of pieces to move, depending on how you set them up in the first part of the game. Only a single

piece (NOT two enemy pieces next to each other) can be “sandwiched” between your two pieces in

any one direction (vertically or horizontally, but again, not diagonally). However, it is possible that

one move may simultaneously capture two, or even more, single pieces in several directions. A

piece is only captured if an enemy piece moves into a capturing position – you can safely move a

piece between two enemy pieces without being captured. Captured pieces are removed from the

board. Play continues either until one player has lost all their pieces, or, if you prefer, when one

player is down to their last piece – they can no longer capture, so cannot possibly win!

As you continue to play the game you might like to think about different strategies for positioning

your pieces in the first part of the game. You could also try making and playing on a bigger board -

boards up to 9 x 9 rows are known – but you’ll need more pieces! You could also try an alternative

version, starting as usual, but then capturing pieces by jumping over them, as in Alquerque (Historic

Games Club game No. 5) or Draughts. Again, you can jump over and take as many individual

pieces  as  possible  in  one  turn,  but  (unlike  Alquerque  or  Draughts)  no  diagonal  movement  is

allowed. This version of the game probably borrowed its method of capture from Alquerque, which

originally comes from the same part of the world!

HAPPY PLAYING!

Let us know how you get on at https://www.thehistoricgamesshop.co.uk


